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Two Main Challenges in Noisy-label Learning
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• Noisy labels are not
uncommon in data collected in 
practice, e.g., web-tags.

• Challenge 1: clean data 
detection + supervised 
learning.

• Challenge 2: noisy label 
correction (pseudo-labels) + 
self-supervised learning.



Training Dynamics identify correct given/pseudo-labels

• Clean Data Detection
• We use EMA (exponential moving

average over time) loss to select data
with correct given labels.

• Supervised learning on them.

• Wrong-label Correction
• We use EMA inconsistency of model

output over time to select data with
correct pseudo labels.

• Self-supervised learning on them.

• EMA loss & EMA inconsistency
work together to select:
• Clean data with wrong pseudo labels
• Noisy data with correct pseudo labels

EMA loss

EMA inconsistency

EMA inconsistency

EMA loss
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Robust Curriculum Learning (RoCL) [Zhou et al., ICLR 2021]

• Earlier: Supervised learning on data with correct given label but
wrong pseudo-label [small EMA loss & large EMA time inconsistency]

• Later: Self-supervised learning on data with wrong given label but
correct pseudo-label [large EMA loss & small EMA time inconsistency]
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Robust Curriculum Learning (RoCL) [Zhou et al., ICLR 2021]

• Earlier: Supervised learning on data with correct given label but
wrong pseudo-label [small EMA loss & large EMA time inconsistency]
• Later: Self-supervised learning on data with wrong given label but

correct pseudo-label [large EMA loss & small EMA time inconsistency]
• Curriculum 𝜏": - → +, 𝜏#: + → -, 𝜆: 1 → 0

Supervised loss:
LogSumExp loss with 
temperature 𝝉𝟏 and weight 𝝀

Self-supervised loss:
LogSumExp consistency loss
with temp 𝝉𝟐 and weight 𝟏 − 𝝀
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RoCL achieves SoTA on Noisy-Label Benchmarks
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• RoCL achieves state-of-the-art performance on most benchmarks, including the ones 
with symmetric noises, asymmetric noises, and real-world web-label noises.
• RoCL significantly improves the robustness to noise, test accuracy and efficiency.



Ablation Study and Hyperparameters of RoCL
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Ablation Study and Hyperparameters of RoCL
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Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2021

Table 4: Test accuracy (%) of noisy-label learning methods on CIFAR10/100 corrupted by asymmetric(class-

dependent) noises of 3 levels. All the baselines’ results are from the original papers or the following-up works.

Dataset CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Noise Rate 20% 30% 40% 20% 30% 40%

PENCIL ? 92.43 91.84 91.01 74.70± 0.56 72.52± 0.38 63.61± 0.23
Bootstrap ? 86.57± 0.08 84.86± 0.05 79.76± 0.07 63.44± 0.35 63.18± 0.35 62.08± 0.22
F-correct +? 89.09± 0.47 86.79± 0.36 83.55± 0.58 42.46± 2.16 38.13± 2.97 34.44± 1.93
GCE ? 86.07± 0.31 80.78± 0.21 74.98± 0.32 59.99± 0.83 53.99± 0.29 41.49± 0.79
SCE ? 83.92± 0.07 79.70± 0.27 78.20± 0.03 58.22± 0.47 49.85± 0.91 42.19± 0.19
NFL+MAE ? 86.81± 0.32 83.91± 0.34 77.16± 0.10 63.10± 0.22 56.19± 0.61 43.51± 0.42
NCE+RCE ? 88.56± 0.17 85.58± 0.44 79.59± 0.40 62.68± 0.79 57.82± 0.41 46.79± 0.96
RoCL (ours) ‡?†o 95.38± 0.21 94.19± 0.28 92.31± 0.35 80.03± 0.34 77.59± 0.45 73.28± 0.83

CIFAR10 under high noise rates, i.e., 60% and 80%. We observe significant improvements over
their performance without using RoCL in Table. 3. It indicates that RoCL is compatible with any
loss function and can further enhance their performance.

Table 5: Ablation study: Test accuracy (%) of RoCL
variants with one part removed/changed when applied to
CIFAR10/100 corrupted by symmetric(uniform) label noise.
Dataset CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Noise Rate 60% 80% 60% 80%

RoCL: no MixUp 92.98 88.18 69.72 58.72
RoCL: no LabelSmooth 91.94 85.05 62.92 42.95
RoCL: no ClassBalance 93.08 74.91 62.66 43.94
RoCL: no RandAugment 86.59 72.35 64.84 44.06
RoCL: no RandSampling 92.31 85.99 64.09 57.00
RoCL: no EMA metrics 92.84 87.79 65.99 53.10
RoCL: pt(i) = 1/n 92.42 86.05 62.69 44.35
RoCL: qt(i) = 1/n 92.59 86.93 64.71 50.79
RoCL: pt(i) = qt(i) = 1/n 92.07 85.77 64.18 47.88
RoCLBase: no curriculum 87.83 66.93 61.84 41.92

MentorMix: +RandAugment 85.45 20.68 52.70 8.02
MentorMix: +RandAugment-MixUp 84.31 38.21 58.31 8.18
MentorMix: original version 91.30 81.00 64.60 41.20
RoCL: original version 92.82 88.00 66.79 54.22

To analyze the effect of each component
in RoCL, we conduct a thorough ablation
study of 10 variants of RoCL, each
removing/changing one component of
the original RoCL. In Table 5, we report
their test accuracies on CIFAR10/100 with
noise rates of {60%, 80%}. In Figure 7-10
in Appendix, we report how their test
accuracies change during the training to
study their learning efficiency and conver-
gence. Among them, “no ClassBalance”
removes the class-balance regularization;
“no RandAugment” replaces the strong
data augmentation RandAugment Cubuk
et al. (2020) with random crop and
random horizontal flip; “no RandSampling”
replaces the weighted sampling in Line
11 of Algorithm 1 by selecting the top-bk
samples with the largest Pt(i); “no EMA
metrics” replaces EMA loss and EMA
consistency loss with their instantaneous counterparts; “pt(i) = 1/n” samples the clean data using
uniform probabilities; “qt(i) = 1/n” samples the correct pseudo-labels using uniform probabilities;
“pt(i) = qt(i) = 1/n” uses uniform probabilities for both. Note for the final three variants, we still
have the curriculum of �. We keep the same hyperparameter settings as the original RoCL. We
give brief conclusions here and leave a detailed analysis to Appendix: (1) Except RoCLBase in
Algorithm 2, “no RandAugment” and “no ClassBalance”, most variants perform similarly as the
original RoCL and outperform the previous SoTA achieved by MentorMix. The removed components
are more important under higher noise rates. (2) RoCLBase removes our proposed curriculum and
preserves all other techniques but shows significant degradation on accuracies, indicating that the
curriculum is essential to RoCL’s appealing performance. (3) A strong data augmentation is critical
to effective self-supervision and accurate EMA consistency loss estimation in RoCL, while a weak
one may lead to error accumulation. However, applying RandAugment in MentorMix degrades its
original performance. (4) Class-balance regularization is only important under very high noise rates.
(5) Removing Mix-Up can improve RoCL’s performance since it damages information when mixing
soft pseudo labels. (6) Compared to other variants, “no RandSampling” or “no EMA metrics” causes
less degeneration on the final accuracies but can slow down the convergence and learning speed in the
early stages when exploration is insufficient. (7) Changing pt(i), qt(i) or both to uniform probabilities
reduces the final accuracies in all cases and significantly slows down the learning process.

5 CONCLUSION
We propose a novel curriculum learning method RoCL for robust learning under label noises. RoCL
features a smooth transition from learning with clean data to noisy data, and from learning with
supervised loss to self-supervised loss. Based on observations of training dynamics, RoCL can select
samples with reliable labels/pseudo labels and most informative to training. RoCL does not require
availability of extra clean data or training of extra auxiliary models. On multiple benchmarks of
noisy label learning, RoCL significantly improves upon existing baselines.
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• The proposed curriculum brings the 
most improvements.

•Mix-Up is less necessary since mixing
wrong and correct labels rarely 
happens in our curriculum.

• Data augmentation is important for 
accurate identification of correct 
given/pseudo-labels by EMA metrics.

• Class-balance regularization is only 
important under very high noise rates.



Thank you!
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